
Sayyid Al-Hakeem: State Running Coalition is a national ruling coalition,
internal and external political developments contribute to the current

stability

In the Baghdad Bureau for Sheiks and Dignitaries of the Iraqi Clans on Saturday, 20/5/2023,

Sayyid  Ammar  Al-Hakeem,  head  of  Al-Hikma  National  Movement,  listened  to  their  valuable

interventions  and  reiterated  his  vision  of  the  Iraqi  clan  as  an  Iraqi  resort  and  the

destination that mitigates many social problems away from the judicial institution.

His Eminence stated that Iraq is undergoing a concrete and perceivable development in security,

politics, and society, stating that the State Running Coalition is a coalition ruling with a

national title and represents everyone.

H.E. indicated the regional and international developments that contributed to the stability of

Iraq, affirming that Iraq now attracts the admiration and support of the world and even

investment in its promising opportunities. H.E. stated that Iraq’s stability is in the interest

of everyone, as integrating internally and externally played a massive role in the current

stability.

H.E. stated that total reform of Iraq’s reality lies within abandoning the rentier state and

diversifying sources of income, calling to activate agriculture, industry, tourism, investment,

and technology, as well as the use of modern irrigation methods in agriculture to combat water

scarcity, and liberating factories through relying on the private sector.

H.E. lauded adopting the social security and workers pension act, stating that this act will

develop the private sector and release pressure from state institutions, as well as provide

social security for the Iraqi family.

Sayyid Al-Hakeem stated that Dhi Qar is the government’s priority, and Dhi Qar’s fund is

playing a huge role in supporting projects, affirming that Dhi Qar was a prisoner of political

agendas that abused the popular momentum to strike the political system.

H.E.  called  to  differentiate  between  drug  abusers  and  dealers  and  called  to  establish

rehabilitation centers to help abusers and sentence dealers to the full extent of the law.

Moreover,  H.E.  emphasized  the  importance  of  learning  from  the  neighboring  countries’

experiences in confronting this challenge that is now worse than terrorism.


